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RESUMEN

SI autor examina desde un punto de vista teórico los problemas
de ingeniería y de capacitación que podrían resolverse en América Latina
mediante el empleo de reactores de pequeña potencia o de potencia media.
Sugiere que se centre en cada institución el estudio de un número relati-
vamente pequeño de problemas tecnológicos sencillos e indica varios de
ellos que merecen investigarse más a fondo, ya que podrían contribuir no-
tablemente y de forma singular al conocimiento de los efectos de la irra-
diación sobre los materiales.
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ABSTRACT

A philosophical approach to the problems of engineering and
training utilising the low and medium power reactors of
Latin America is discussed. This suggests a concentration
at individual centres on a relatively few simple tech-
nological problems and suggests several items worthy of
further study which could make a unique and worthwhile
contribution in the field of irradiation effects in
materials.
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Introduction

First I would like to thank the IAEA, for the invitation to take part in
this Study Group because it is always a great pleasure for me to come
to Latin America and especially to Santiago which I have now visited on
3 occasions.

The second point I would like to make ia that as a result of the visits
I have made to Latin America I have acquired a considerable affection
for its countries and have even tried to learn its language but with
somewhat disappointing results. During my visits I have tried in some
small measure to attempt to understand its problems and therefore the
notes which I prepared for this Study G-roup were written in an honest
attempt to put on paper various ideas which I felt with the greatest of
respect had to be stated.

The third point is that if anything in the following p&per appears to
be somewhat too obvious or simple and therefore a little insulting to
an audience of such a high intellectual standard as is gathered here
today then I would apologise in advance. I would assure you that I have
no intention of giving offence whatsoever but wrote some 3 or 4 weeks
ago those things which appeared to me to be important and are honestly
held opinions.

I have attempted from my limited knowledge of Latin America and as a
result of many discussions with friends from this part of the world to
put myself in the position of those of you working in the field of
nuclear energy and tried to consider how I would tackle the problems
which face you.

Although I have been extremely fortunate to have been working in Atomic
Energy for the past 24 years I do not regard myself as an expert in any
particular field as I originally started ray working life as a bank clerk,
then an engineer and finally as a metallurgist, though I fear xiot an
expert one. I can therefore claim some small knowledge of three topics,
finance, engineering and materials science, all of which are the basic
ingredients of the technology which we are discussing at this Study
Group.

The last point I wish to make in this introduction is that as this is a
Study Group it is I believe correct to be somewhat controversial and
I would therefore with respect wish to disagree with some of the ideas
put forward yesterday by Mr Muller of Karlsruhe in G-eraany.
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The following comments therefore are really an expression of a philosophy
coupled with two or three possible suggestions for study although there
are I realise many others which could be added to those given.

In this paper it is proposed to concentrate on two of the topics given
under the Engineering Section of this Study Group, namely (A) Engineering
Work in Support of a Nuclear Power Programme, and (B) Nuclear Engineering
Training, because I believe it is difficult to separate these two. It
will be my thesis that the low power research reactors which are avail-
able in these countries can be used to train design teams as well as the
research and development teams which must be the nucleus of an indigenous
power reactor programme.

Philosophical Approach

I have interpreted the engineering aspects of the Study Group uberalJy
and applied it to work in the fuel and fuel element area because fuel
elements are essentially complex engineering structures demanding
considerable expertise and experience of various other disciplines.
The building of Materials Testing Reactors (MTRs) is an essential part
of any developing nuclear power technology and whilst these reactors
can be used for production of isotopes, basic physics experiments etc,
little progress can be made towards an appreciation of complicated
nuclear technology unless great attention is placed on fuel, fuel
cladding, and fuel element research.

It seems to rae that one of the major problems facing many countries
(though not all those represented here) who know that at some future
time nuclear power will be essential for their developing economy is
how to establish viable teams who are cognizant of up to date nuclear
knowledge. The problem is worsened by the fact that frequently budgets
are limited and forward programmes of nuclear power installation are
not clearly defined. Additionally the responsibility for power genera-
tion may lie with power utilities who frequently wish to buy power
reactors from more developed countries. At the same time advice is
required from sources within such countries regarding the correct
choice of power reactors. The operation of such reactors must be the
responsibility of the country in which they are situated. As turn-key
contracts are frequently out of favour it is quite usual for much of
the work to be undertaken within this country.
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I would like to emphasise that these problems of (a) not enough money,
(b) not enough staff, and (a) sometimes a lack of knowledge of future
programmes does occur in more developed countries,

This problem of establishing design teams- vd.ll apply to both the reactor
structure and to fuel and fuel element technology; I am aware that in
Latin America particularly there is a wish to undertaKe as much fuel
element manufacture as possible. TV advise those present to embark at
the moment on a series of independent, extensive and extremely expensive
development programmes in the fuel element manufacturing
field would, in my view, be irresponsible. I appreciate that there may
not be agreement on this amongst some of those present. However, I am
convinced that knowledge of fuel processes and behaviour is essential
for futura development. This means that experimental work in this
field is essential and access to test reactors is a pre-requisite for
such studies. Unfortunately many of the reactors available in Latin
America ara not suitable for extensive work in this area but if used
for modest experiments and coupled with access to the more highly

rated reactors in other countries can be used to further experimental

programaos and training of personnel»

Training

The training of t asas of people is of vital importance to acquiring
the expertise which I believe is what the Study G-roup is really all
about. By teams I mean not just trained individuals but groups of
people acting in unison. For a team to be viable it must have:
(a) firm objectives; (b) adequate leadership; (c) adequate equipment;
(d) guarantees of continuity in funding, and most important of all
(e) enthusiasm which results from undertaking a worthwhile job. Please
excuse the simplicity of these statements but I believe them to be
essential.

In a world which during the past two decades has spent many billions of
dollars on nuclear research it must be extremely difficult tc find
technological programmes which combine the above requirements. It must
be recognised that some repetition of previous work may be necessary
in order to gain experience, but nevertheless 1 believe there are still
many problems in the nuclear materials field as yet unsolved which could
form a basis on which to build up technological know-how and enable
those vjorking on them to make a worthwhile contribution to this area of
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science itself. The benefit of such problems is that those undertaking
the research keep abreast of the current knowledge, read the right type
of papers^ and are in contact with others working in the same field eto.

I make no apology for advocating work in areas which have technological
importance rather than those which are more fundamental in nature
because I believe that the latter course can lead to too great an
educational emphasis being placed on the work. I do not wish in any
way to belittle fundamental work but it is my own belief that the
development of nuclear technology advances most rapidly when immediate
technological problems are tackled.

I will now attempt to make proposals which I hope will be of use to
those responsible for organising programmes of work, and would like to
discuss briefly the construction of viable teams and then go on to
suggest useful topics for study.

Firstly, a team which is of viable size is essential. This viability
does not only cover staff numbers but also equipment which in this field
is expensive. Once a work project team has been established I am
firmly convinced that concentration on a relatively few problems is
essential if real progress is to be made. Secondly, the structure of
the team is of great importance. The proper balance must be preserved
between academic scientists, technologists and engineers.

Thirdly, leadership is also essential and it is not always the brilliant
scientist who makes the best leader. This fact is often overlooked all
over the world. He must also be able to weld into a team not only the
scientists and technologists but the design engineers and experimental

operators as well. If each of these individuals is encouraged to become
part of a team to which he makes a personal contribution then the pro-
jects go well, but if any of them feels that he is simply supplying a
routine service problems will arise. The job of the leader is to promote
this team spirit. A very simple thing to say but sometimes a difficult
one for an organisation to achieve.

In the fourth place, equipment must be capable of undertaking the
required task, Considerable waste in money results from inadequately
designed equipment and therefore it is essential that good quality
design engineers are available. This again may seem too simple a fact
to need stating but it can be overlooked. A high standard of engineering
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design and manufactura is easerxtial for ail experimental work with test
reactors. I cannot emphasise this too strongly and it should possibly
br the first objective in setting up any technological project.

Possible Topics for Study

Let me now turn to the problems which I think can be undertaken using
the local available reactors and here 1 believe Mr Muller and I are in
agreement. The topic chosen should be one that taxes the ingenuity of
both scientist and engineer alike, and it could well be that it is
sufficient for one centre tc tackle only on% or two such topics. The
choice should if possible Take into account the probable national power
programme.

By undertaking irradiations of materials the team is forced into other
problem areas which are essential for training of adequate teams. I have
already mentioned engineering design for in-reactor equipment; in
addition active samples need active handling and although there is no
longer any mystique attached to this topicf the experience is still an
acquired commodity. Irradiation experiments require physics calcula-
tions ̂ heat transfer work, etc, so that a body of experience is built
up which is vital to the future.

Of necessity, much of the current research and development work on
power reactor materials involves extreme conditions, eg of burn-up or
temperature, or delicate measurements requiring complex irradiation rigs.
However, there is still scope for ingenuity combined with scientific
understanding in utilising simple facilities for obtaining vital data.
A classic example many years ago was the Cottrell-Roberta study of
growth and creep in uranium, carried out by measuring the extension of
a weighted uranium spring in BSPO. A similar technique ic now in use to
study the irradiation creep of fast reactor materials in DFR ' and the

(2)irradiation creep of U02 in test reactorsv . The latter experiment
does not demand high fluxes but calls for experience in ceramic fabrica-
tion (the ability to manufacture a UO^ spring is a guarantee of high
standards of workmanship) and a high standard of scientific interpreta-
tion.

In general the reactors available do not possess high enough fluxes that
permit complex fuel element irradiations to be undertaKen as burn-up
will be acquired relatively slowly. However, simple experiments on fuel
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at low burn-ups and cladding materials at low total neutron fluences
still require all of the expertise outlined above and as this expertise
is acquired more elaborate experiments can be undertaken, either in
collaboration with other establishments possessing higher power research
reactors or in local higher power reactors as the national research
programme develops* A simple technique for the study of fuel has been

used to great advantage at Harwell in whicn small spheres approximately
500 microns have been irradiated at controlled temperatures. Use of
such a technique requires a special manufacturing process but activities
are low for subsequent post-irradiation examination. Initial experience
in the handling of active materials could therefore be acquired at a
relatively low level of activity. In addition the effects of variables
can be simply studied and the technique enables many samples to be
irradiated at one time. This technique is directly applicable to the
study of HTR fuels from which it was derived and is being applied to the
study of fuels containing plutonium. As the flux depression in these
spheres is so small, economical use of the available neutrons in the
Latin American countries can be made.

With regard to the cladding of fuel many problems still exist. Por
example, the mechanical properties of hydrided zircaloy coupled with
irradiation has not been studied to any great extent. This could be of
great importance to those countries where zircaloy clad fuel is in use
for power reactors. Extensive studies on zircaloy corrosion have been
undertaken for many years but I am informed by colleagues that the
mechanism of zirconium corrosion in water is still little understood
and fundamental problems exist which need resolving.

In the field of fast reactors the study of cladding materials is exercising
those countries which intend to have large fast reactor power programmes.
The dominating problem is that of fast neutron induced voidage, but this
requires either a high damage flux or a heavy ion accelerator. Problems
such as the effect on cladding ductility of helium produced from (n,a)
reactions are still little understood and may be as important as voidage
if we get to the fusion reactor stage.

The above suggestions indicate one or two simple techniques and attempt»
to suggest some where further work could be undertaken. Those who are
more expert than I can no doubt think of many more.
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It i^ now that I feel I must disagree with Mr ..luller, who in his paper,
if I understood him correctly, suggested the possible construction of
complex fuel capsules and rigs which (a) are liicely to be expensive,
complex and difficult to design ana operate, and (b) in many cases,
particularly loops, cause such large flux depressions that the neutrons
available at the fuel experiment are really inadequate. I have spent
many years utilising such rigs. There are considerable problem? that
are likely to occur so that say advice would be to a\roid the use of this
sophisticated equipment unless no other alternatives arc available*

In summary therefore ray obs -rvations ar̂ :

1. Form up whenever poss;bie enthusiastic tea&s under com-
petent leaders who know clearly their objectives and try
to obtain by some means a guarantee of continuity.

2. Choose problems which have strong technological
direction but require high calibre scientific, tech-
nological and engineering skills.

3. Define programmes whj,eh can at least be partly under-
taken using existing local reactor capabilities although

they may have to be combined with work in other neigh-
bouring countries.

4. Do not attempt tc find too many problems but concentrate
on a few only and do not disperse the effort so that the
teams can make an important contribution. At the moment
this type of problem also exists in some of the more
fortunate countries and asa group leader I have often to
choose between this or that problem. It is not ectsy 1 know
but absolutely essential if real progress is to be made.

I would suggest that the Study Group seeks ways of
achieving this concentration of particular topics at
particular centres and i believe Mr González-Montes would
agree with me in this.

5. Wherever possible attempt to use simple techniques but
do not hesitate to acquire external experience to enable
the work to progress at a rate which maintains the programme
impetus ana enthusiasm.
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In conclusion I would assure you that my colleagues and the Directorate
of Harwell, the establishment which I represent, are anxious to
investigate ways in which its considerable expertise coupled with its
high standard of scientific integrity can be brought to bear on the
many problems in the field of Atomic Energy which face the countries
of Latin America.
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